
R.M.H MOTORCYCLE CLUB   October 4, 2016 

 

ATTENDANCE:  Carly Kukowski Karri Larsgard  Nathan Larsgard 

   Steve Webb  Dustin Black  Emilee3 Speight 

   Jonas Alm  Jamie Vanderaa Amber Giroux 

   Kristine Weiss  Shayne Braun  Tyson McDonugh 

   Jake?(could not read) McDonugh  Jason McDonugh 

   Troy Speight  Alicia Howes 

 

FINANCIAL: Chequing $29627.77 ($2500 hold) 

 

OLD BUSINESS 

 Discussed minutes/old business from last month  

 

NEW BUSINESS 

 Emillee Speight, Nathan Larsgard, and Kevin Macintosh are the new signers for bank account 

 Discussion of Gloomy Creek Harescramble going well.  

 Track adjusters on crawler out at track are repaired. Club paid for parts, Jonas Alm donated time. 

 Trophies that were purchased for fall MX race will be put in ccan at track for future use.  

 Jonas Alm called Stoneridge insurance to let them know MX race is cancelled. Stoneridge will be 

crediting us. 

 Discussion of getting track locked up for year when snow flies. Jamie Vanderaa volunteered to lock up, 

drain water tanks, winterize equipment and relock gate when needed.  

 Amber will store harescramble equipment  

 Discussion of route to take next year for club. Everyone seemed to agree that we have 2 separate 

committees within association. Possibly have a set amount of people per committee, and if said 

committee does not get the set number, than there will be nothing happening for that division. For 

example, if Track committee does not get filled then track will stay closed until people step up. 

Meetings/financials would continue to be together. More discussion will happen in Spring Meeting set 

for February 7th 2017.  

o Discussion of memberships, and how we can split role so it is not just one person with huge 

load.  

 Advertising needs to be done for elections for AGM meeting that will be held March 7 2017 

 Jonas Alm will be putting thankyous in the newspaper for sponsors, volunteers, etc.  

 

Meeting Adjourned.  


